
Have To

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

______________________________ on a second or third rate life?1.
(she/would/passive/waste/?)

The dealer ______________ all bets.2. (take)

It was a pity if a fellow had to ask him every time he wanted a few hours to
himself-he ______________________ money, anyway-he'd let the old job
slide.

3.

(past/not/have)

But to what end-if he ______________ short of his own part?4. (past/stop)

Pugsley says best thing to do is to purse up your lips and bob your
head-you _____________________ it.
5.

(not/mean)

Then you _____________________ the long peg or pole to hold it stiff.6.
(not/have)

But they had come out of their own accord, those nerve-racking things,
probably, he reasoned, because she was a girl of inferior class with whom he
____________________ particular.

7.

(past/not/be)

We ____________________ here in a great hurry.8. (may/leave)

_________________________________ Fairacres!9.
(why/she/ever/past/leave/?)

One _________________________ when one sees as good Burgundy
as that.
10.

(not/guess)

I have been accustomed to put it to myself, perhaps more clearly, that the
price we ______________ for money is paid in liberty.
11.

(pay)

I ____________ so very careful.12. (past/be)

But the mate ____________________ far, for some men were already
coming as well as they could, holding on by the fences on the way, and the
mate met those men.

13.

(past/not/go)
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I _____________________ young woman; it's a parallel case.14.
(should/say)

She _______________________ long, for very soon Maggie came
running back with a forlorn, miserable, half-starved kitten cuddled up in her
arms.

15.

(past/not/wait)

He _______________ his father to awaken him.16. (past/shake)

You've done lots of things for me you ____________________.17.
(past/not/do)

In the meanwhile there's a thing I ______________ you.18. (ask)

It's used a good deal for working under water, but for the job we have
here, it _____________________ very solidly built.
19.

(not/be)

One ______________ way to another generation.20. (give)
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